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Let u = u(x, t) be a solution to the IVP for the SchrGdinger equation 
iu,=(-d+V(x))usHu, 
u(x, 0) = u&c) E P&.2( W”) 
(P,, is the projection on the absolutely continuous subspace of H). Assume that for 
some E > 0 the multiplication operator 
(l+Ixl)‘+“v(x):~~‘“(iw”)-tL2(Iw”) 
is bounded. Then u(x, r) = u,(x, t) + u2(x, t) where, for every s > l/2, 
il 
(1 + /xl*)-” ((I+ H)“4~,(x, t)12 dx dt < C lluoll&,, 
R R” 
and for every integer j, 
0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
It is the purpose of this paper to prove a global estimate for the solution 
u(x, t) to the SchrGdinger equation, 
a 
ip=(-A+ V(x))u, 
(1.1) 
u(x, 0) = uo(x) E L2(W). 
We assume that V(x) is a real function and that as a multiplication 
operator (in L*(R”)) it is relatively compact with respect to -A. In 
this case both operators -A and -A + V(x), restricted to CF(R”), are 
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essentially self-adjoint, so that their closures, denoted here by Z-Z,, H, 
respectively, are self-adjoint and 
D( Ho) = D(H) = X2( W)(Sobolev space of order 2). 
In fact, using the Fourier transform, p(l) 3 (gf)(r) := (27r)“‘2 
S,.f(x)e-‘“’ dx, we have that 
H,=F--’ 1t12cF. (1.2) 
The solution to (1.1) is given by 
u(x, t) = exp( - itH) uo. (1.3) 
Similarly, the solution to the corresponding free equation ( V G 0) is given 
by 
d(x, t) = exp( - itH,)u,. (1.4) 
Clearly, the unitarity of exp( - itH,) implies, for every fixed t E R! and for 
every Sobolev space Zs(lW’), s E R, 
However, it has recently been shown in two independent works [2, 51 that 
z/(x, t) satisfies the following “decay and regularity” inequality 
m 
f f 
(1 + lx12)-’ ~(ZY~)“~U~(X, t)12dxdr<C jl~.&~~n~. (1.6) 
-cc W” 
(Here and below A = C;= 1 (cY’/cYxf).) 
Turning now to the solution (1.3), we mention two results analogous 
to (1.6). 
(A) (See [Z].) Let V(x) satisfy, for some 6 > 0, 
IV(x)1 < C(1 + Ix12))-6, XEW, (1.7) 
and assume that zero is neither an eigenvalue nor a resonance of H. 
Suppose further that USE P,,L’(lR”), where P,, is the (orthogonal) 
projection on the absolutely continuous subspace of H. Then, 
cc 
I f -cc R” 
(1 +Ix[~)-‘-~ I(Z+H)1’4~(~, t)(2dxdr~CCluollt2~1W”). (1.8) 
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(B) (See [3].) Let V(x) satisfy, for some R, E > 0 and q > n, 
(i) 1 V(x)1 < C 1x1~ I-‘, 1x1 > R, 
(ii) V(x) E Ly( 1x1 6 R). 
(1.9) 
Suppose that u0 E P,,.L2(Rn). Then u(x, t) = exp( -itH)u, can be decom- 
posed as 
u(x, t) = exp( - itH,)ii, + u, (x, t) + 24,(x, t), (1.10) 
cc 
s s (l+ lx12)px /(z-d)“2u,(x, f)12dXdfQC lIuoll:2(iw”)’ (1.11) -a 63” 
for every s > l/2 and j< 2 -s-n/q (where the constant C depends on 
3, j, n, etc.), 
sup ll(Z- ~)uz(x, t)ll Lqw”) Gc Il~olltq..). 
lE[W 
(1.12) 
We shall prove here the following result, for n b 3. 
THEOREM. Suppose that for some E > 0, the multiplication operator 
(1 + IXJ)‘+& V(x): ST’ - “( IFY) + L2(W), n > 3, (1.13) 
is bounded. Let u(x, t) be given by (1.3), where u0 E P,, L2( W’). Then u(x, t) 
can be decomposed as 
4x, f) = u,b, f) + u,(x, f)> (1.14) 
where, for every s > l/2, 
00 
5 .F (l+ Ixl2)-s l(z+H)1’4 ul(x, t)12dx dt G C lIu&~n~, (1.15) -cc R” 
and u2( ., t) E D(Hj) for every integer j and, 
sup IIV+ Wu,(x, ~)lL,2~~~~ d C Iluoll Lz(aBn). (1.16) 
1sR 
Remark 1. In ( 1.13) recall that 
2f?-E(Rn)= (f/(1 + lrl2)“~E”2P(5)EL2(IW”)}. 
Also, the constants C in (1.15) (1.16) depend obviously on E, s, j, n, etc. 
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Remark 2. It follows by a standard application of the Sobolev imbed- 
ding theorem, the Rellich compactness theorem, and the Holder inequality 
that if V(x) satisfies the conditions (1.9), then it satisfies (1.13) (perhaps 
with a smaller E). 
Remark 3. The method of proof used here allows one to extend the 
theorem to the case of perturbations of elliptic (more generally, principal 
type) operators. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let R,(z)=(H,-z)-', R(z)=(H-z)-', Imz#O, be the resolvents of 
Ho, H, respectively. Define the weighted - L2 space L2," by 
L2."(W")={flliflit*,l:=5 (1+1x12)"If(X)12dX<00}. (2.1) R" 
It is known [ 1 ] that the limits 
R;(i)=$n+ R,(A+ic). % > 0, (2.2) 
exist in the uniform operator topology of B(L’*“, L*' -") for every s > l/2 
(we denote by B(X, Y) the space of bounded linear operators from X to Y). 
In fact, if we denote by A?‘,’ (CI, s E W) the weighted Sobolev space, with 
norm, 
llfll .cp.r := IIF ~,W L*J, 
then it can be shown [l] that R$ (A) E B(L'*", ***-‘) (s > l/2) and that 
II R; (A)]1 BcL2,s 51”,.-’ , C%“- I):*, )< 06j<2, %>O. (2.3) 
Now the resolvent equation yields 
R(z) = R,(z). (I+ VR,(z))-‘, Imz#O. (2.4) 
It is known [4, Sect. 4.41 that under our assumption (1.13) there are no 
positive eigenvalues of H and the limits 
R'(A)= lim R(l+k), % E (0, cc 1, E-o+ (2.5) 
exist in the uniform operator topology of B(L',", J?*,-~), s > l/2, and from 
(2.4) it follows that 
R'(I)=R,'(I).[Z+ VR,'-(%)I-', % E (0, co). (2.6) 
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Taking E>O as in (1.13) and settingj=l-E, s=(1/2)(1 +E) in (2.4) it 
follows that 
VR$(A) -+ 0 in B(L*%“, L*,‘) as d + +oo. 
In particular, it follows that [I+ I/@(A)] is invertible in B(L’,“, L2*‘) for 
I > 0. Fix 6 > 0. From (2.3), (2.6) we obtain 
IIR*(~~)ll B(Lz,r,Lbr) Q c6,s;1-112, 3, > 6. (2.7) 
Let {E(A)) be the spectral family associated with H and set 
A(&E(A)=&.(R+(l)-R-(A)) (2.8) 
(this equality has to be interpreted in a suitable weak sense, see [ 11). The 
estimate (2.7) yields 
IIA(~)ll8(~2.~.L2.-‘, < c&x1’*, I > 6. (2.9) 
Using the spectral theorem, the solution (1.3) can be written as 
u(x, t) = lorn e -“dE(i)u,=sB+sl~u,+u2. (2.10) 
0 
Clearly u2( ., t) E D(H)) for every j and every t E R. In fact, 
lIu+ Wu,(., t)ll L2(R”) G (1 + w Ild L+-P). 
This yields the estimate (1.16). 
Turning our attention to u,(x, t), we use (2.8) to get 
(u,(x, t), (Z+H)“4f(~, r))=Ic (1 +,)1i4e-“L(A(~)uo,f(., t))dl.ddt, 
(2.11) 
where f E C~(R” x R). Observe that in the left-hand side of (2.11) the 
pairing ( , ) is the scalar product ih L’(Iw” x R), while ( , ) in the right- 
hand side stands for the (L2, -‘(R”), L2,‘( W)) pairing, for s as in (2.9). 
It follows from (2.11) that 
(Ul, (4 f), (I+ W4f(X, r)) 
= j- (1 + A)1’4 (A(A)uo, ( e”‘j( ., t) dt) dA. (2.12) 
6 na 
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Given a function u(x, t), we denote by 
6(x, A) = (27~)~~‘~ jR e%(x, t) dt 
its inverse Fourier transform with respect o t. Thus (2.12) can be rewritten 
as 
(u,(x, t), (Z+H)i’4f(~, t))=(2n)“* l&m (1 +A)“” (A(&,,&, n))d/I. 
(2.13) 
Since I(E(K)f, g)[* < (E(K)5 f) . (E(K) g, g) for every subset Kc R, it 
follows from (2.8) that, for u, w E L*T~( W), s > l/2, 
Inserting this inequality in (2.13) and using the Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality for the I-integration we obtain 
I(u,(x, t), u+ W4f(& t))l 
D 
m (A(A) 1 
l/2 
< (27p uo, uo)dl 
6 
. m (l+L)“*(A(A)&,il),&,d))dI 1’2. 1 
By the definition (2.8), 
so finally, using (2.9), 
I(4(& t), u+ W4f(4 t))l 
(2.14) 
where we have used the Parseval equality in the last estimate. Clearly 
(2.14) can be rewritten as 
I(UI(X, t), (Z+W4 (1 + Ix12)-S’2f(X, t)) 
G C&s Il~OlIL2 Ilf(xv w,(IW”+1)> 
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which implies by duality, 
Remark. The smoothness of Q(X, t) in (x, t) depends on the smooth- 
ness of V(x). Indeed, if V(x) is C” in an open set UE R” and if Kc_ U is 
compact, then by standard elliptic theory, for every multindex CL, 
SUP lqp42k t)l d c, lItI+ fm42( .> t)ll L2(Rp), 
YEK 
wherej, is an integer depending on c(. Combining this estimate with (1.16) 
and noting that i(a/at)u, = Hu,, we see that in this case, for every multi- 
index CI and integer k there exists a constant Ca,k such that 
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